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1. Government commitment to 
establish a Nature Recovery Network
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25 Year Environment Plan: Commitment ‘to develop a Nature 
Recovery Network to protect and restore wildlife, and provide 
opportunities to re-introduce species that we have lost from 
our countryside’



1. Government commitment to 
establish a Nature Recovery Network

2. Shared principles across the South 
West

A Nature Recovery Network for the 
West of England: An aspirational plan 
for nature’s recovery:

A joined-up network of marine and terrestrial 
habitats where nature and people can thrive. More 
than a map, it is an active, adaptive spatial plan that 
identifies the best opportunities for nature’s 
recovery.



1. Government commitment to 
establish a Nature Recovery Network

2. Shared principles across the South 
West

1. Mapped locally and in partnership – but respond to 
emerging national frameworks

2. Be based on the best available evidence

3. Reflect that nature does not recognise boundaries

4. Reflect that nature’s life support systems are 
foundational

5. Start from all our existing terrestrial and marine habitats

6. Be designed to thrive and not just survive

7. Promote resilience and adaptability to a changing climate

8. Acknowledge that nature works at all scales and 
everywhere

9. Reflect that nature’s recovery is relevant to everyone

10. Influence decision making and ensure long term 
investment for nature’s recovery
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2. Shared principles across the South 
West

3. Ecological network mapping
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Opportunities - the woodland network
This opportunity map shows where the best opportunities for 
woodland creation are in order to expand and strengthen the 
woodland network. 

What does the map show?
The map shows the existing core woodland areas in dark green. 
It shows where the best opportunities are to create woodland 
within the network, and the opportunities outside of the 
network. Woodland creation will be  most effective if the soil 
and habitat conditions are right.The areas with the greatest 
opportunity fall in close proximity to the existing networks, in 
particular areas  that can help buffer and connect woodlands 
that have been designated for their ecological importance, and 
help reduce fragmentation. These are likely to establish far 
quicker than areas outside of the network. 

Why is this ecosystem important?
Creating a coherent woodland network will increase the 
resilience of services woodlands can provide such as; carbon 
storage, water storage, recreation and wildlife habitat. It will also 
ensure woodlands  are resilient to future pressures such as 
climate change. Biodiversity and ecosystem benefits are higher 
where expansion helps strengthen habitat networks.

Cartography by Environment Systems Ltd, 2015.
© Crown copyright and database rights [2015]. All rights
reserved. Ordnance Survey Licence number 100023334.
Data used with permission.
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Ecosystem Map #2: Opportunity Map - Woodland 
Opportunities to strengthen the woodland network

ECOSYSTEM SERVICE ASSESSMENT



From The Natural Choice: securing the value of nature
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3. Ecological network mapping

4. Ambitions

Create 5,108 ha of wildlife-rich habitat outside the protected site 
network by 2043

Double our woodland by 2060

Close the connectivity gaps with 580 ha of new native woodland 
and 600 ha of new species-rich grassland by 2050

All water catchments to be in good ecological status and all SSSIs 
in favourable condition by 2027

Double the amount of land managed for environmental gain from 
2018 levels by 2050 – including good, long term stewardship of 
existing natural assets

All new developments achieve well connected and appropriate 
biodiversity net gains that contribute across these ambitions

Double the abundance of wildlife from 2018 levels by 2050

Develop a strong and living evidence base to hold the above 
ambitions to account and help us make the smartest decisions for 
nature’s recovery
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3. Ecological network mapping

4. Ambitions

5. Identifying our ecological game-
changers for the West of England

David Parkyn and Cornwall 
Wildlife Trust



1. Government commitment to 
establish a Nature Recovery Network

2. Shared principles across the South 
West

3. Ecological network mapping

4. Ambitions

6. Embedding this approach into 
plans and strategies

5. Identifying our ecological game-
changers for the West of England



Map illustrated by Sara Mulvanny – Agency Rush

What are we launching today?

A vision
An approach
An invitation
info@wenp.org.uk


